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Introduction
The purpose of this book is to provide opportunities for
Design Technology tasks working with Textiles through
the medium of Puppet Making. The main fabric to be
coloured and modified is plain white cotton (either
collected from old sheets or purchased from an
educational supplier) although opportunities are available
to work with and modify other plain or patterned
materials. The book contains 21 different designs of
puppet which vary from the very simple to the quite
complex covering both Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2. It is
expected that the teacher will chose three or four designs
to work with according to the ages and abilities of the
pupils concerned.

Simple step by step instructions are included to guide the
non-specialist teacher on how to colour and enhance
plain white cotton material creating a variety of attractive
designs and effects.

The book also contains suggested skills to be taught,
templates for puppet clothes, a design for a classroom
puppet theatre, graded research activities on the history
of puppets, a simple play to perform, a photocopiable
cover for a pupil's report, skill report sheets and the
addresses of suppliers of specialist materials.
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Finger Hole Puppet 
Textile technique: 

Felt tips and wax crayons. 

Equipment needed: 

You will need a photocopy of the opposite 
page, card, glue , a pair of scissors , and 
some crayons. Reclaimed materials such as 
old cereal packets are ideal for this type of 
construction. 

How to make the example: 

This is another simple idea but requires more developed cutting skills than the first 
puppet. Again, once the basic principle has been explained, children can develop the idea into 
designs of their own. Examples would include animals using four fingers and insects using even 
more! 

(1) Cut roughly round the chosen shape from the photocopied sheet. 

(2) Glue the shape onto a thin piece of card. Allow to dry. 

(3) Carefully cut out the solid black outline. 

(4) Fold the card shape along the dotted lines in the circles. 

(5) Snip inside the circles to make a slit. Carefully cut out the centre of the circle to allow 
fingers to pass through. 

(6) Finish the puppet by colouring with crayons or felt tips .. 

How the idea may be developed: 

Animal shapes can be made 
using four fingers for legs. 
Scraps of furry material 
could be glued on the body. 
12 

Weird insects or fantastic 
creatures can be created 
using eight fingers for legs. 

Mo re e labo rate desi g n s 
could have wool for hair , 
dolls' eyes , and felt shapes 
glued on to make clothes. 
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Felt Finger Puppet 

Textile technique: 

Choosing appropriate colours of felt. 

Equipment needed: 

You will need a photocopy of the opposite 
page, scraps of coloured felt , fabric glue such 
as Copydex, a pair of sharp scissors, a needle 
and cotton. 

How to make the example: 

Finger puppets can be tricky to make because of their size but the results can be very 
effective. Once the basic principle has been explained , children can develop the idea into 
designs of their own. 

(1) Choose a design and cut out the basic "n " shape to use as a pattern. 

(2) Hold or pin pattern to chosen colour of felt and draw round the shape. Repeat. 

(3) Carefully cut out the two felt shapes and fasten together at the edges. This can be 
done by sewing, gluing or using a very small stapler depending on age and ability of 
children. 

(4) Decorate puppet by cutting out and sticking on appropriate features such as hair, 
eyes, mouth etc. Provide a variety of materials for this e.g. wool , string , beads etc. 

(5) Fins for the fish or ears for the boy may best be fastened on by gluing between the 
two main body shapes. 

How the idea may be developed: 

Simple animal shapes can 
be made to represent a 
variety of creatures such as 
frogs, lions, birds etc. 
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Experimenting with a variety 
of mater ia ls can create 
unusual creatures e.g. pipe 
cleaner octopus. 

More elaborate des igns 
could have wool for hair, 
do ll s eyes , and felt shapes 
glued on to make clothes. 
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Conical Finger Puppet 

Textile technique: 

Choosing appropriate colours of felt. 

Equipment needed: 

You will need a photocopy of the opposite 
page, card , coloured paper, scraps of coloured 
felt , fabric glue such as Copydex, a pair of 
sharp scissors, a needle and cotton. 

How to make the example: 

This simple design of puppet can be made out of paper, card or felt. Once the basic 
design is mastered many different creatures can be made. 

(1) Cut out the photocopied shapes and place on top of the materials to be worked with . 

(2) Draw round the templates and cut out the material. 

(3) Grip the two corners marked A and B on the template and curve round until A 
overlaps B forming a conical shape. Glue or staple in place. 

(4) Decorate puppet by cutting out and sticking on appropriate features such as hair, 
eyes, mouth etc. Provide a variety of materials for this e.g. wool , string, beads etc. 
A pipecleaner threaded through the nose can be used to hold string whiskers in 
place. 

(5) If required , a separate body and tail can be made. 

How the idea may be developed: 

Other animal shapes such 
as dogs or cats could be 
created. 
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The cone shape could be 
decorated to represent an 
animal 's body e.g. a sp iky 
hedgehog. 

Pipe cleaners or ju nk 
materials could be added to 
create a creature from outer 
space. 
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